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New range of Twin Leafs suitable for various applications
these filter leafs became indispensable in
the mineral oil industry.

Passion for Filtration

Twin Filter has extended its Twin Leaf product line with a range suitable for dry cake
discharge, answering to today’s expectations
regarding quality and filtration area.
The first Pressure Leaf Filter for industrial
purposes was developed by David Kelly in
1905, the Kelly Filter. The original idea
behind this filter was to eliminate the
multiplicity of joints.
Mining engineer E.J. Sweetland, developed
a mutual filter leaf (Sweetland Filter) which
at first was only used in the mining industry.
It was only till years later that these filters
proved to be suitable for many more
applications, such as the manufacturing of
cane and beet sugars, syrups, beverages,

With the acquisition of GSFE in 2002 Twin
Filter gained over 40 years experience in
filter leaf production. During the last few
months our R&D department developed a
new range suitable for dry cake discharge,
available with filter elements with different
filter mesh depending on the application.
metallurgical products, oils (both vegetable
and mineral), chemicals and dyestuffs.

For more information please contact our
account manager at the process division,
Bart Scholten at bscholten@twinfilter.com

Twin Filter has offered this typical filter type,
with a wet cake discharge, in its product line
for more than 25 years and in these years
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Latest innovation in odour control
Twin Filter’s latest catch in odour control is a combination of bio and polisher.
A technology designed by Purafil; the Biological Air Treater (BAT).
The BAT mixed-media packing consists of proprietary blends of specially-formulated
polyurethane foam cubes and polypropylene spacers. The polyurethane foam cubes provide
incredible surface area per unit volume to host microbial biofilms. Polypropylene spacers
provide substantial void volume and structural integrity for tall beds, as well as enhanced
mass transfer and excellent hydraulic dispersion and distribution.
The patented BAT Technology
incorporates a unique
mixed-media support for the
immobilized bio-catalysts, resulting
in higher concentration and distribution of biofilm
compared to conventional and alternative biotrickling filter systems.

Advantages
• High media bed and very small footprint
• Very low pressure drop by > 90% media bed
porosiviteit
• Lifetime experience > 17 years
• No interim replacement of mediabed
• Suitable for very high concentrations of H2S

INTRODUCTION
How Y’all doing?
This is what my colleagues in Houston, TX
would say!
Twin Filter North America, our newest
office which we opened last year in Houston, is already running on full speed and
so far above their sales target! Besides an
office we also have our own warehouse
in Houston were we keep stock for all oil
and gas applications. All the oil and gas
activities that Twin Filter can provide for
you, can now also be done by our dedicated people in Houston! Plus the fact that
we have a large network of distributors all
through the US.
A few weeks ago we launched our completely renewed Twin Filter website. Please
visit www.twinfilter.com and discover our
large product range and the new markets
that we tapped, like Sulphur, Amine and
Edible Oil. Our new website shows the
major part of our product range and the
markets that we do business in. Is your
application not listed, don’t hesitate to
contact us, because we serve more markets than we can show!
For everyone that has vacation plans
coming up, have a great holiday!
Wijbrand Schouten
President of Twin Filter

Cycling for Cancer...
What a fantastic initiative!
Alpe d’Huez is a mountain pasture in the Central French Alps, in the
commune of Huez. Each year thousands of people take the challenge
to climb this mountain at the Alpe d’HuZes in June, alone or as a
team, to raise money for the fight against cancer! They strive to climb
this legendary mountain at least six times. An almost impossible task!
Twin Filter sponsors two of these teams to help them achieving their
goals and to support the fight against cancer.
One of these teams is: Samen Staan We
Sterk! (Together We Stand Strong)
About their Alpe d’Huzes:

Twin Filter also supports Frits Mechelse.
Frits Mechelse about his Alpe d’Huzes:

As a team we participate in the Alpe
d’HuZes on June 7, 2012. Our goal…
climbing this mountain at least 18 times!
The money we raise will benefit the KWF
cancer foundation. Unfortunately some of
our team members had to experience the
fight against cancer from up close, for some
this even led to the loss of a beloved family
member and for others this battle is not
over yet... This has prompted our group of
friends to jump on our bikes and help the
KWF!

Why? You always ask yourself when you
hear that someone is struck by the terrible disease, cancer. When I look back
there are a lot of people I know who have
been affected by this disease. My father,
mother, grandmother, father in law and
many others, all close and far too young.
I remember all of them, but there are too
many to mention. That is exactly why I’m
climbing this mountain! With the money I
raise I hope to be able to contribute to the
reduction of cancer. Giving up on my financial and sporting goals, is not an option!

Please support us and donate through:
http://deelnemers.alpe-dhuzes.nl/teams/
samen-staan-we-sterk

Support Frits and donate through: http://
deelnemers.alpe-dhuzes.nl/acties/fritsmechelse/frits-mechelse
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It sounds pretty incredible, but the TwinOmatic
can do it! Earlier this year we delivered a water
injection container for a project in Kazakhstan, the
TF-TwinOmatic 11.000-71M3/h-5 mu disc. For the
required application in the Komsomolskoye field a
two step automatic self cleaning filter unit. The unit,
assembled in a winterized container, is equipped
with one inlet and one outlet and two dump lines.
The screens are automatically in sequence without
interrupting the filtration process itself!

Geothermal heating for 30 years!
The aim of the energy project in the Koekoekspolder in The Netherlands is to realize a geothermal source of approximately
5MW (thermal heat). The heat source is operational since the autumn of 2011 and the generated heat will be divided, for a
period of 30 years, into 3 companies which will be able to extract a total of 66% of their required heat from this source. Each
year this results in saving 4.5 to 5 million M3 gas and a reduction of 7 to 8 tons of CO2 emissions.

The choice for the flexible duplex combi unit was made because of the possibility
to use either filter bags or absolute filter elements. With the duplex lay-out it is
possible to run one filter and have the second filter ready for when the first is
clogged.
From the beginning of the project it wasn’t clear what micronage was going to
be necessary to protect the re-injection well from clogging. The advantage of the
duplex combi unit is the possibility of a wide micronage range (from 0,5 – 100
micron).
At this moment the unit runs succesfully with pleated absolute TH2 elements.
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EXHIBITION OVERVIEW 2012
12 - 14 June

Global Petroleum Show

Calgary

26 - 36 September

10th Euro Lipid Congress

Poland

8 - 11 October

Gastech

London

14 -17 October

Mesa Redonda Chile

Chile

23 - 24 October

Offshore Energy

Amsterdam

28 - 31 October

Sulphur

Berlin

11 - 14 November

ADIPEC

Abu Dhabi
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The geothermal hot water (750C with a maximum of 140 m3/hr) is pumped from
a depth of 2000 meters. In a closed loop the water flows first through a degasser,
through the heat exchangers and back into the ground. The Twin Filter unit (the
Twin Filter duplex combi unit type TDW 610-50/40-4B) protects the re-injection
well from clogging!

Our new website is live!

We are delighted to announce the launch
of our brand new website:

www.twinfilter.com
The user-friendly site shows a large view of
our product range and guides you through
the markets that we tap to bring you to
the products that you’re looking for. You
can also explore projects and references or
read about our quality assurance, news and
events, job opportunities or take a look at
our team!
We strive to show as many markets and
products that we can, but through our
flexibility and ability to provide tailor made
products, it’s best to contact us if you have
specific questions!

Hans

INFILTRATED

Hans Hageman joined our Twin Filter team as of the first of November 2011. He is stationed at the Process department
and responsible for the inside sales. Hans studied mechanical engineering and finished several courses like; AutoCAD,
German, Inside Sales and Customer Service. After finishing his study mechanical engineering he joined the military as
an arms repairer. After serving his country for a year he took a job at Amafilter, which became amafiltergroup and after
that Mahle. He started his career there as a technical drawer and in the 20 years that he worked for Mahle, he fulfilled
several positions as constructor, project manager and sales consumables. On the first of July Mahle announced that the
establishment in Alkmaar was to be closed as of the 31st of December 2012. For that reason Hans decided to start his
search for a new employer. Through LinkedIn he knew our Twin Filter colleague Rene Neuman and he arranged a meeting
for Hans at Twin! Hans is a real family guy. His wife and two boys are his biggest hobby. But besides them, he also likes
to play tennis and watch football (especially AZ Alkmaar).
Hans: “After 6 months at Twin Filter I know for sure that I made the right decision to become a Twinner! I still have a lot to learn, but
everybody is very supportive and I have no doubt that I will find my way here at Twin!

Ronald
For our new Process department we were also
in search for a sales engineer…And we found
him! Ronald Houtman, also started on the first
of November 2011 and together with his colleagues responsible for the total sales outcome
of the Process department. Ronald graduated
for his mechanical study at the HTS in Alkmaar
in 1996. His started his career in August 1997
at Amafilter (now Mahle) at the engineering department. After a few years
he trained himself to be Project Leader and in the last years he worked at
Mahle he complemented the export sales department. Through LinkedIn
Ronald was approached by Twin Filter and asked to come and discuss the
possibility for him to join the Twin Filter team. Because Ronald was already
in search for a new job this request came at the right time. The atmosphere
and the connection at his two meetings felt right and he decided to join
Twin! Ronald enjoys working, but besides work he also has a few hobbies.
He likes motorcycling and racing! As much as doing it himself as watching
it! He’s also a great fan of pop concerts and festivals. We asked Ronald if,
after a few months at Twin now, he still feels he made the right decision?
Ronald: “Twin is, in almost all possible ways, an improvement compared
to Mahle! Twin is more active and more alive.” Thank you Ronald for this
compliment!

Sjoerd
On October 11 2011 Sjoerd van
’t Ent started at Twin Filter to
fulfill his job as Service Engineer. Sjoerd studied mechanical
engineering (MTS) and graduated
in 2007. He started working at
BAM in Alkmaar as an assistant
foreman and worked at BAM
for 3 years. After that he changed course and started at
Barplanet, a cocktail catering company, where at daytime
he was busy with the logistic part of the company and
in the weekends at night he was Zaandams best cocktail
shaker. Sjoerd knows Wijbrand Schouten (founder of Twin
Filter) through Wijbrands daughter Anne. Wijbrand asked
if he was interested in the job and Sjoerd was looking for
a new challenge. Sjoerd likes to go skiing twice a year and
the rest of the year he a big fan of soccer!
Sjoerd; “So far I enjoy working at Twin Filter and really like
the diversity in my work.

About our quality...
Throughout the years, maintaining quality became a standard aspect of the daily work activities. The concept of quality is increasingly
important and quality systems are more and more developing into fully-fledged and important company assets.
As of 1997 Twin Filter is the proud owner of the ISO 9001 certification and as of this year the even
prouder owner of the ISO 14001 certification! ISO 14001 is one of the standards of the ISO 14000
series and is globally applied to set and certify environmental management systems. Using the ISO
14001 standard, the environmental risks of our business can be controlled and probably reduced.
Twin Filter is also registered at Achilles. Achilles is a qualification company used by oil companies to
rate suppliers. Twin Filter is an audited oil and gas supplier!

